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Abstract
Wedefine semantic comple=ity using a new concept of mesni~g automata. Wemeasure the
semantic complexity of understanding of prepositional phrases, of aa "in depth understanding
system", and ofa :natural language interface to an on-line calendar. Weargue that it is possible
to measure some semantic complexities of-natural langu~e processin8 systems before building
them, and that.systems:that exhibit relatively complex belmvior can be built from semantically
simple components.

1
1.1

Introduction
The

problem

We w~ut to ~ccoun~ for the di~erence between the fallowing kinds of dialogs:
Dialog1:
-- I gant to set up an appointment with Martin on the
14th of march in the IBM cafeseria.
-- A~ what ~e?
-- k~ 5.

Dialo~
-- Why did Sarah lose her divorce case?
--She cheazed on Paul.
The first dialog is a task dialog. (And there is rich literature on that topic e.g. [1], [17], [25]).
The second kind of dialog has been reported by Dyer [5], whose p~ogra~m, BoltIS, was capable of
"in depth understan~ng of narratives"
(but there were a whole, series of such reports in the 70s
and early 80s by Schank and his students, of. [7], [12]).
Of course one can argue (e.g. [18]) that none of the programs truly understands any English.
But even if they fake understanding, the question remains in what sense is the domain of marital
relations more complexthan the domain of appointment schedt~ling. (if it really is); what is behind
these intuitions, .~ud in what sense they axe proved wrong .by the existence, of a program like BORIS.
(Notice: that the syntax of the first dialog is more complex than the syntax of the second one,
but, intuitively,
discussing divorce cases, is more complicated than scheduling a meeting). More
practica~y, we.would .like to be able to measure the process, of. understanding natural language, and
in particular,
to estimate the dif/iculty
of a NLUtask before building a system for doing that task.
Zadrozny
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1.2

Practical

advantages

of a small

domain:

MINCAL

Wehave built a natural language interface, MINCAL,
to an on-line calendar ([25]). In this system
the user can schedule, move and cancel appointments by tMklug to the computer or typing phrases.
To perform an action, the system extracts slot values from the dialogs, e.g. for Dialog 1
***Slots :
[ [ action_name schedule]
[ event_name
[ an appointment]
[ event_time
[ [ minute 0] [ hour 17]
[ day 14] [ month 3]
[ event_place [ in the ibm cafeteria]
[ event_partner[ martin]
Thesystemis ableto handlea wholerangeof grammatical
constructions,
including
complex
prepositional phrases. The problem of parsing sentences with prepositional phrases is in general
complex, but important, because of the role of PPs in determining parameters of situations (in
the sense of [4]). The method we use ([22]) is a combination of three elements: (1) limiting
structural ambiguities by using a gr~Lmmarof constructions, where forms, meanings and contexts
are integrated in one data structure [24]; (2) using backgroundknowledgeduring parsing; (3) using
discourse context during parsing (including domainand application specific constraints).
The method Worksbecause the domain is small. Morespecifically,
¯ Onl~1a small percent of constructions needed
For instance, for the task of scheduling a room we need 5 out of 30 constructions with "for"
mentioned in [14]; and similarly for other prepositions. Note that amongall prepositions the
class of meanings that can be expressed using "for" is perhaps second least restricted, the
least restricted consisting of PPs with "of’, which howeveris not needed for the task.
¯ The number of semantic~ontological categories is small
The second advantage of a limited domain lies in the relatively small number of semantic
categories. For example, for the domain of calendars the number of concepts is less than
100; for room scheduling it is about 20. Even for a relatively complex office application,
say, WordPerfect Office 4.0, the number of semantic categories is between 200 and 500 (the
number depends what counts as a category, and what is merely a feature).
Whythisis important?
Because
notonlydo we needa setof semantic
categories,
butalsowe
haveto encode
background
knowledge.about
them.Forinstance,
giventheconcept
of "range"
withits"beginning",
"end"and"measure"
(e.g.hours)
smaller
thanthevalueof "end".
should
knowthattwodifferent
meetings
cannot
occupy
thesameroomin overlapping
periods
of time,we shouldknowthenumberof daysin anymonth,andthatmeetings
aretypically
scheduled
afterthecurrent
date,etc.
e Background kn..owledge is bounded
Oneshouldask howmanysuchfactswe need?Thereis evidence
([6], [3], [23]) thatthe
ratioof thenumber
of wordsto thenumber
of factsnecessary
to understand
sentences
with
themis about10:1.In theabsenceof largebodiesof computer
accessible
common-sense
knowledge,
thismakestheenterprise
of building
natural
language
understanding
systems
for
smalldomains
feasible.
Thustheadvantage
of limited
domains
liesin thefactthatbackground
knowledge
aboutthemcanbe organized,
hand-coded
andtested(cf.[20]).
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1.3

But what is

a "small

domain"?

If we compare
BORIS ([5], [7]) withMINCAL
we noticesomeclearparallels.
First,theyhavean
almostidentical
vocabulary
sizeof about350 words.Secondly,
theyhavea similarnumberof
background
knowledge
facts.Namely,SORISusesaround50 majorknowledge
structures
suchas
Scripts,
TAUs,MOPs,Settings,
Relationships
etc.;on average,
thesizeof eachsuchstructure
wouldnot exceed10 Prologclauses
(andno morethan4 predicates
with2-3 variables
eachper
clause)
if it wereimplemented
in Prolog.
If we applya similar
metrics
to ulNCAL,
we getabout
200factsexpressing
background
knowledge
abouttime,eventsandthecalendar,
plusabout100
grammatical
constructions,
manyof themdealing
withtemporal
expressions,
otherswithagents,
actions
etc.Clearly
then:thetwosystems
areof aboutthesamesize.Finally,
themainalgorithms
do notdiffer
muchin theircomplexities
(asmeasured
by sizeandwhattheydo).So thequestion
remains:
whyis thedomain
of scheduling
meetings
"easier"
thanthe:domain
of discussing
divorce
experiences.?
Howcouldwe measure
theopen-ended
character
of thelatter?

2

Semantic complexity:from intuitions to meaning automata

We arenowreadyto introduce
theconcept
of semantic
complexity
forsetsof sentences
andnatural
language
understanding
tasks,i.e.numbers
measuring
howcomplicated
theyare.To factorin the
"degree
of understanding",
thosenumbers
willbe computed
relative
to somesemantic
types.
Then,
forexample,
if we examine
thesemantic
complexity
of twosetsof 24 sentences,
oneconsisting
of
verysimple
timeexpressions,
andtheotherof a setof idioms,
it turnsout- surprisingly
- that
froma certain
perspective
theyhaveidentical
complexities,
butfromanother
perspective
theydo
not.
2.1

Two sets

of 24 sentences

and their

intuitive

complexity

Letus consider
themeauings
of thefollowing
twoconstructions:
pp --* at X pro/am

pp noun(
For each construction we will consider 24 cases. For the first construction these are the numbers
1-12 followed by am or pro; for the second construction these are expressions such as at work, .at
lunch, at school, .... Of course the construction atnoun(bare) is open ended, but for the sake of
comparison, we ~ choose 24 examples. For simplicity, we will consider the two constructions
simply as sets of sentences. Wehave then two 24-element sets of sentences: The set T contains
sentences
The meeting is at X PM_or_AM
where X ranges from I to 12, and PM_or_AMiseither am :or pra. The set S contains 24 sentences
of the type
John is at_X
withat_Xranging
over(cf.[13]):
at breohJast,
at lunch,
at dinner,
at school,
at work,at rest,
at ease,at fiberty,
at peace,at sea,at home,at church,~ college,
at court,at tom,at
market, at hand, at meat, at grass, at bat, at play, atuncertainty, at battle, at age.
Intuitively, accounting for the semantics of the latter is more complicated, because in order
to explain the meaning of the expression John is at work we have to have as the minimumthe
concept of working, of the place of work being a different place than the current discourse location,
andof a. habitual
activity.
In otherwo~ds,
a wholedatabase
of factsmustbe associated
withit.
Purthermore,
as thebarenounchanges,
e.g.intoJohnis at liberty,
thisdatabase
of factshasto
Zadrozny
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change,
too.Thisis notthecaseforat 7 am,and8 pro.Here,we simplymaptheexpression
X
pm intohour(X
÷ 12)(ignoring
everything
else).
2.2

Meaning

automata

and their

complexity

In order to prove or disprove the intuitions described in the preceding few paragraphs we need
sometools.
Oneof thetoolsformeasuring
complexity
widely
usedin theoretical
computer
science
is Kolmogorov
complexity.
Kolmogorov
complezity
of a string
z is defined
as as thesizeof theshortest
string
y fromwhich
a certain
universal
Turing
machine
produces
z. Intuitively,
y measures
theamount
of information
necessary
todescribe
z, i.e.theinformation
content
of z.(cf.[8]fordetails
anda verygoodsurvey
of Kolmogorov
complexity
andrelated
concepts).
However,
foroutpurposes
in thispaper,
anyof
therelated
definitions
of complexity
willwork.Forexample,
it couldbe defined
as thesizeof the
smallest
Turingmachine
thatgenerates
z (froman emptystring);
or we coulduse theMinimum
Description
Length
of Rissanen
([8]and[9]),or thesizeof a grammar
(asin [11]),
or thenumber
of states
of an automaton.
We coulddefinesemantic
complexity
of a setof sentences
S as itsKolmogorov
complexity,
i.e.as thesize(measured
by thenumber
of states)
of thesimplest
machine
M, suchthatforany
sentence
8 in S itssemantics
is givenby M(s).However
thisdef~ition
is problematic,
because
assumes
thatthereis onecorrect
semantics
fora~ysentence,
andwe believe
thatthisis notso.It
is alsoproblematic
because
thefunction
K assigning
itsKolmogorov
complexity
to a string
is not
computable.
Thus,instead,
we willdefine
Q-complezity
of a setof sentences
S as thesizeof thesimplest
modelschemeM= Ms, suchthatany sentence
s in S its semantics
is givenby M(s),andM(s)
correctly
answers
allquestions
abouts contained
in Q.
Thewords"modelscheme"can standfor either"Tutingmachine",
or "Prologprogram",
or
"description",
or a related
notion.
In thispaperwe thinkof M as a Tuting
machine
thatcomputes
thesemantics
of thesentences
in S, andmeasure
itssizeby thenumber
of states.
Of course,
there
canbe morethanonemeasure
of thesizeof thesimplest
modelschemeM; andin practice
we will
dealnotwiththe simplest
modelscheme,butwiththesimplest
we areableto construct.
And
to takecareof thepossible
non-computability
of thefunction
computing
Q-complexity
of a setof
sentences,
we canputsomerestriction
on theTuring
machine,
e.g.requiring
it to be i~nite
stateor
a stackautomaton.
We can now definethe conceptof meaningautomaton
(M-automaton)
as follows.
Let Q be
setof questions.
Formally,
wetreateachquestion
as a (partial)
function
fromsentences
to a set
answers 24:
q:S-~ A
Intuitively,
eachquestion
ex;~m{nes
a sentence
fora pieceof relevant
information.
Underthis
assumption
thesemantics
of a sentence
(i.e.a formal
string)
is notgivenby itstruthconditions
denotation
butby a setof answers:

I[sll --

{q(8): q E Q}

Now,givena setof sentences
S anda setof questions
Q, theirmeaning
automaton
is a function
M:S×Q-~A
whichsatisfies

the constraint
M(s,q)=q(s)
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i.e.a function
whichgivess correct
answerto everyquestion.
We callit a meaning
automaton
because
foranysentence
8

II ll

= q e Q)

Finally,
theQ-complezity
of thesetS is thesizeof thesmallest
suchM.
Notethatthe ideaof a meaningautomaton
as a question
answermap allowsus to bypass
allsubtlesemantics
questions
without
doingviolence
to them.Andit hassomehopeof beinga
computationally
tractable
approach.
2.3

Measuring

semantic

complexity

We canmeasure
thesemantic
complexity
of a setof sentences
by thesizeof thesmallest
model
thatanswers
allrelevant
questions
aboutthosesentences
(inpractice,
thesimplest
we areable
to construct).
But howare we goingto decidewhatrelevant
questions
canbe askedaboutthe
content
of theset,e,g.about:
Maryis at work,andJohnis at liberty.
Before
we attempt
to solve
thisproblem,
we canexamine
thetypesof questions.
A simple
classification
of questions
givenby
[10](pp.191-2)
is basedon thetypeof answer
theyexpect:
(1)thosethatexpectaffirmation
rejection
-- yes-no
questions;
(2)thosethatexpecta replysupplying
an itemof information
Wh questions;
and(3)thosethatexpectas thereplyoneof twoor moreoptions
presented
in the
question
-- alterna1:ive
questions.

3

Semantic complexity classes

Wenow want to examine a few measures of semantic complexity: yes/no-complexity, and "what is"complexity. Wealso analyze the complexity of ZLIZA[16] as Q-complexity, and argue that defining
semantic complexity of NL interfaces as Q-complexity makes sense. In the second subsection we
discuss the complexities of MlSCAL
and BORIS.
3.1
3.1.1

yes/no,

"what-is"

yes-no complexities

and other

complexities

of T and S are the same

Wenowcan measure the yes-no-complexity of both T and S. Let MTbe the mapping from T × Q~. --,
{yes, no}, where
QT = ~q.x : qx = "Is the meeting-at X?’}
andMT(sy,qx)
= ~/es,if X = Y, andno otherwise.
(sz= "Themeetingis at Y",andwe identify
thetimeexpressions
withnumbers
forthesakeof
simplicity).
Clearly,
underthismapping
allthequestions
canbe correctly
answered
(remember
thatquestion
qz3returns
yesfors = "Themeeting
is at 1 pro",andno otherwise).
Ms is a similar
mapping:
we choosearbitrary
24 tokens,
andmapthesentences
of S intothem
in a I-ifashion.
As before,
foreachs in S, Ms(s,q) is welldefined,
andeachquestion
of thetype
Is Johnat breakfast/.../at
agef canbe truthfully
answered.
If we measure
thesemantic
complexity
by thenumber
of pairsin theMz functions,
theyes-no
complexities
of bothsetsarethesazneandequal24~-.If we measure
it by thenumber
of states
of
theirrespective
Turing
machines,
because
thetwoproblems
a~eisomorphic,
theiryes-no
complexity
willagainbe identical.
Forexample,
we canbuilda twostate,
4-tapeTuringmachine.
It would
scansymbolson twoinputtapes,and printno on the outputtapeif thetwoinputsymbols
are
notequal.
Thethirdinputtapewouldct)ntaht
fivel’sandbe usedas s counter
(thebinary
string
Zadrozny
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twz!/z represents the number It + 2w + 4z + 8!/Jr 8z + 1). The machine movesalways to the right,
scanning the symbols. If it terminates with accept and the empty output tape, it meansyes; if it
terminates with accept and the no on the output tape, it means no. This machine can be described
as a 6 × 5 table, hence we can assign the complexity of 30 to it.
state
1
1
1
1
1
(ace)

input1 input,?,
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
b
b

counter output nezt
1
b
1
1
b
1
1
no
1
1
no
1
b
b
acc

Wearrive at a surprising conclusion that a set of idiomatic expressions with complicated meanings and a trivial construction about time can have the same semantic complexity. (From the
perspective of answering yes/no questions).
3.1.2

"what is?"-complexity

Let U be a finite set of tokens. Consider the following semantic machine Mu: For amy token u
in U, if the input is "what is u" the output is a definition of u. For simplicity, assume that the
output is one token, i.e. can be written in one move; let assume also that the input also consists
only of one token, namely u, i.e. the question is implicit. Then, the size of MUis the measure of
"what is"-complexity of U. Now, consider T sad S as sets of tokens. For T we get the "what is"
complexity measure of 12+4=16, as we can ask about every number, the meeting, the word "is",
and the tokens "am" and "pro". (We assume "the meeting" to be a single word). For S we get
24+2=26, as we can ask about every X in "at X’, about "is", and about "John".
Thus, the semantic "what is"-complexity of S is greater than the "what is"-complexity of T.
But, interestingly, the "what is"-complexity of T is smaller than its yes/no-complexity.
3.1.3

Complexity

of NL interfaces

as Q-complexity

Wenote that the definition of Q-complexity makes sense not only for declarative sentences but
also for commands.Consider, e.g., a NL interface to a calendar. The set Q consists of questions aboutparameters
of calendar
events:event_time?, event_name?, alarm_on?, event_topic?,
event_participants?. In general, in the context of a set of commands,we can identify Q with the set
of queries about the required and optional parameters of actions described by those commands.
Similarly,
we cancompute
thesemantic
complexity
of ~.LIZA[16]as Q-complexity.
Namely,
we
canidentify
Q withthesetof key-words
forwhichZLIZAhasrulesfortransforming
inputsentences
(including
a ruleforwhatto do if an inputsentence
contains
no key-word).
Since,
SLIZAhadnot
morethan2 keyliststructures
foreachof theabout50 keywords,
anditscontrol
mechanism
had
18 states,
itsQ-complexity
wasno morethan118.
3.1.4

Iterated

"what is?"-complexity

Whatwould happen if one would like to play the gameof asking "what is" questions with a machine.
Howcomplex such a machine would have to be? Again, using the results of [6] and [3] about the
roughly 10:1 ratio of the number of words to the number of facts necessary to understand sentences
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withthem,we getthatforthesetT we needabout20 factsfortworoundsof questions.
However
forS we wouldneedabout250fortworoundsof questions.
Andthesenumbers
arecloserto our
intuitive
understanding
of thesemantic
complexity
of thetwosets.(Notice
thatforiterated
"what
is"-complexi¢y
weassume
thatan explanation
of a termis notonetoken,
butroughly
tentokens).
3.2

Semanticalsimplicityof MINCAL and BORIS

In the previous
subsection
we have introduced
somenaturalQ-complexity
measures,
such as
yes/no-complexity
withQ = {"isthistrue?"}
andA = {~eg,no,~},or "what-is"-complexity
with
Q = {"what is this?"}, and the answers perhaps given by some reference works: A -- {a : a E
Britannica O Webs~e1"s) U {.l.).
We have shown how these two kinds of complexity measures
distinguish between the two sets of sentences with "at". Wehave also argued that semantic complexities of NLinterfaces can be measuredin a similar fashion. For instance, for a calendar interface
we could use Q - {Date? Time?) and A = {[Mo, DaT/,Yr] : 1 _< Mo < 12,1 < Da~/ < 31,1 _<
Y~<. 10,000} U {[Hou1" : Afin] : 0 < Ho~r _< 24, 0 < ]~f~Tt <.. 59} .U {_L}; and for ZLIZA-type
programs: Q = {~ : Pi E ET.IZA(Patterng)}, and A = {A~ : A~ ELiZA(Replies)}.
Howeverwe have not yet explained the difference in the apparent semantic complexities of B o RIs
and MINCAL.
WewiI1 do it now. First, as we noticed in Section 1.3, their vocabulary sizes and the
sizes of their respective knowledgebases are almost identical Thus, their "what-is"-complexities
areroughly
thesame.
But now ourtheorycan givean explanation
of why the sentence
The meetingis at 5 seems
simpler
thanSarahcheated
on Paul.Namely,
forthelastsentence
we assumenotonlytheability
to derive
anddiscuss
theimmediate
consequences
of thatfactsuchas "broken
obligation
" or "is
Paulawareof it?",butalsosuchrelated
topics
as "Sarah’s
emotional
life", "sexually
transmitted
diseases",
"antibiotics",
"germs’,
"flu",and"deathof g~andmother".
In otherwords,thereal
complexity
of discussing
a narrative
is at leastthecomplexity
of "iterated-what-is"
combined
with"iterated-why"
(andmightas wellinclude
alternative
.questions).
By thearguments
of the
preceding
section
thiswouldrequire
really
extensive
background
knowledge,
andtheQ-complexity
wouldrangebetween
10s and10z. In contrast,
theQ-complexity
of MINCALis lessthan104.

4

How to build a complex system from semanticallysimple components?

Whatis thesignificance
of thenumbers
we computed
in theprevious
sections?
It is an argument
showing
thatit is possible
to analyze
somecasesof semantic
complexity
of somenatural
language
understanding
taskbefore
building
systems
fordoingthem(e.g.yes/no
andwhat-is
complexities).
Now,we wantto arguethatsystems
thatexhibit
(orcan be attributed)
complex
behavior
can
builtfromsemantically
simple
components,
wheresemantic
simplicity
is measured
by Q-complexity.
"What is"-coraplexlty:
A natural language understanding system has to deal with a set of
basic objects~ For our domains of interest, these are actions (typically, given by VPs), objects
actions (given by NPs), and its parameters (described by PPs). These basic objects combine
possibly quite complexentities to describe properties of situations (e.g. parameters of a meeting).
It can be argued that "what is’-complexity is a reasonable measure of how complex is the
set of those basic objects. Namely, "what is"-complexity and’twice-iterated-what-is" -complexity
measures the size of the database of background knowledgefacts. Intuitively, this is a reasonable
Zadrozny
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measure of their semantic complexity.
Complexity of grammatical constructions:
In many cases the complexity of a new construction is not muchgreater than the complexity of the subconstructions they are built from. This
is the case of the simple imperative construction S(irap) --, VP NP. In this case, and in general,
there is a trade-off between letting the grammarovergeneralize, e.g. allowing "schedule a cafeteria",
and increasing the complexity of the grammar, e.g. by increasing the number of noun categories

np(eent), p(place)
Similarly, as new constructions introduce more complexities, for example, S(imp} ~ VP NP
PP, we can increase the number of constructions. In S(imp) --. VP NP PP, PP can modify either
the NP or the VP, and the complexity of deciding the meaning of the sentence is a product of all
possible combinations of meanings of VPs and NPs. To reduce the number of combinations we
split S(imp) --* VP NP PP into S(imp) ---, VP NP(event) PP(at, time), S(imp) ~ VP NP(event)
PP(at, place}, and use defaults and filters to exclude less plausible combinations (such as places
modifying actions in the calendar context). Thus, roughly, the complexity of the grammarcan be
estimated by the number of grammatical constructions, defaults and filters.
But what about seemingly more complex constructions such as quantifiers. Wouldn’t they introduce new sorts of complexities? J. van Benthemhas shown how to handle them in the spirit
of meaning automata; in [15] he used different types of automata to compute semantics of some
quantified phrases. Thus, a very simple automaton can computethe semantics of "all", as in Cancel
all my meetings today. A more complex automaton can deal with more complex quantifiers, such as
"most". The basic idea is simple: to decide whether most A are B is true, we can use a push-down
store automaton. Its input consist of a word in L({a, b)), e.g. abbab, where abbab describes the
enumeration of the elements of A under which a is assigned to an element in A - B and b is assigned
to an element in A N B; the stack is used to store the elements; an element is removed from the
stack if the next element is different; the automatonaccepts a sequenceif at the end only b’s are left
on the stack. Notice that the meanings of A and B is ignored here; hence from the point of view
of semantic complexity, the semantics of most A are B would be very simple (5 states is enough).
The complexity of discourse: Despite the simplicity of ELIZA,people were willing to attribute
to it a much more complex behavior. The reasons are discussed in [16], and also in [18], where
Winogradand Flores also argue that the basic conversation for action machine has only 9 states.
In his classification Bunt [9] lists 18 basic dialog control functions and dialog acts. One can of
course argue about the adequacy of either model, but the fact remains that for simple tasks dialog
complexity is limited by a small numberof basic states.

5

Conclusions

What are the contributions of this paper? 1. Wehave defined semantic complexity by connecting
the concept of Kolmogorovcomplexity with the types of questions that can apply to a sentence
(a string). Wehave introduced the concept of a meaning automaton i.e. an abstract machine for
answering questions of interest. 2. Wehave analyzed semantic complexities of simple examples
involving prepositional phrases and of larger NLUprograms. 3. Wehave introduced a new concept
of meaningof a string, identifying it with the set of values for a fixed set of questions. 4. We
have presented some arguments to the effect that intuitively complex NLUtasks can be done by
combining simple semantic automata.
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Sincethisis allnew,therearemanyopen questions
abouttheapproach.
For instance:
(i)
Howusefulis thenewconceptof meaning?
Whataboutcompositional
semantics?
Noticethatthe
appeal
of compositionality
at leastpartly
liesin reducing
thecomplexity
of themeaning
automaton
w at a priceof high"what-is"-complexity
(i.e.thecomplex
semantic
descriptions
of words)
geta verysimple
automaton
whoseonlymoveis functional
application.
(See[19]and[21]for
discussion
of compositionality).
(2)Canwe estimate
semantic
complexities
by statistical
means?
Thisis possible
forsomecases
of "what-is".complexity,
e.g.by estimating
thenumber
of technical
termsin a corpus.
(3)Can we express
semantic
complexity
of a NLUtaskas a function
of thecomplexity
of
automaton
partially
solving
thetaskandthedescription
(ora corpus)
of thewholetask.Of course,
we areawareof thefactthatwithout
someconstraints
on thetypeof thecorpus/description
and
thetypeof automata
thiskindof problem
is undecidable,
butthepointis to findappropriate
constraints.
(4)~t wouldbe interesting
to seeunderwhatcircumstances
theiteration
of "whatis"questions
wouldresult
in fixedpoints,
e.g.forsetsT andS, andwhatwouldthesefixpoints
be (excluding
"everything").
Similarly
iterations
of whyquestions
mighteventually
result
in a fixpoint.
But
when?
(5)If we measure
the semantic
complexity
by thenumberof pairsin the MI functions,
the
yes-nocomplexities
of thetwosetsT andS werethesameandequalto 242,similarly
if we use
Turing
machines.
Butnotice
therearesimpler
automata
forthesametaskif we permit
overgeneralizations,
e.g.in ourcasewe onlyneeda machine
withtwoinputtapesperforming
a comparison
(i.e.withthecomplexity
of 25,not30)it behaves
almost
liketheyes-no
machine
of Section
3.1.1,
except
thatit willalsoaccept
pairs(qi,si),fori > 24.Thetrade-offs
between
overgeneralization
andsimplicity
canperhaps
be investigated
alongthelinesof [11].Forinstance,
at thepriceof
additional
statesin thedialog/discourse
machine,
onecoulds/gnificantly
simplify
thegrammar.
We believe
thatboththeoretical
andempirical
studyof thematter
is needed.
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